The search for security is primordial, and never before in history has human society faced the multidirectional challenges that will predictably develop in the coming decades. Our times demand the very best efforts from those who study security, for world politics today is hounded not only by traditional interstate conflicts but also by nuclear-armed regional threats, ever more innovative and dangerous terrorist strategies, new problems arising from the dynamics of globalization, the challenges of inflamed religious and ideological extremism, the politics of rage provoked by obscene disparities of wealth and opportunity, and all the complexities caused by the momentum of global environmental change. Intense and multilevel insecurity will be in season for the foreseeable future, and so the search for security will be at the top of the agenda in public policy making as well as dominating countless private lives.

Can academic security studies respond to this predictably dangerous future? How should we think about security in this fractious world? What is real? How reliable is our knowledge? What can we do?

We live in an era of question marks about world security, and this volume cannot attempt to give all the answers. Instead, it seeks to offer a more complex picture of the situation as a result of shifting the way security has been conceived in mainstream security studies as the subject area developed in the period since World War II. This alternative approach has been labeled critical security studies (CSS). Although self-consciously new as an academic subject area, CSS has a long and complex ancestry in terms of its social and political ideas. Its impact on the intellectual fortresses of orthodox security studies has so far been limited, but its influence is evident elsewhere, and its key ideas have to be reckoned with by anyone seriously engaging with the theory and practice of security. CSS has established an institutionalized life of its own, with courses and programs in a number of universities, as well as a steadily growing body of research. It has achieved
an academic presence that exceeds what has been written in its name, being for the moment a subject without much explicit literature. This volume is one attempt to help to fill that gap.

By critically reconsidering complex global insecurities, readers will be better able to pursue their own explorations of how we—the global we—might learn to live together, collectively, with more success than in the past. My hope is that the book will help today’s students—so many of whom feel both angry and helpless about the world they have inherited—by explaining that there are different (and more complex) ways of thinking about security than the dismal ideology of political realism. CSS is not, of course, the answer in itself; it is only a field of study, a starting point. It is necessary, at the least, to go beyond academic critical explorations with a more policy-focused eye, and in the concluding chapter I outline a critical theory of security that seeks to turn helplessness into a specific theoretical commitment, anger into a political orientation.

* * *

In completing this volume, I want to acknowledge the support of Lynne Rienner Publishers. This volume would not have been part of the Critical Security Studies Series without the backing of Lynne Rienner herself. She declined my idea of establishing a journal to promote thinking about critical approaches to security and instead suggested a book series. She had faith—and in the most concrete way. If, in years to come, CSS ceases to be seen merely as an alternative to the political realist orthodoxy of security studies, then the production of relevant literature will have been vital. Good ideas do not spread without people who will back them with material support. Others at Lynne Rienner Publishers include Sally Glover in Boulder, Colorado, and Richard Purslow, LRP’s former UK editor. I want to thank them for their professionalism and patience. I wish also to thank two anonymous referees who have helped make this a better book.

The version of CSS that will be elaborated in the introductory and concluding chapters had its origins in the late 1980s in the Department of International Politics at the University of Wales, Aberystwyth. The first master’s course entitled “Critical Security Studies” was taught there in 1995, and I want to thank colleagues and students not only for making such a development possible but also for contributing to the intellectual buzz that has always accompanied it. Crucial to this development, including the teaching of the first course, has been Richard Wyn Jones, whose book Security, Strategy, and Critical Theory was published earlier in this series; he is also a contributor to this volume. Although some of the contributors will not see themselves fully in the embrace of this Welsh School, I believe that there is an important degree of coherence throughout; this is testimony
to the seriousness with which the contributors undertook their task and wrote to their brief.

For bringing the manuscript together, I want to thank Elaine Lowe once more for her technical skills and Eurwen Booth for a variety of editorial help. Don Henderson deserves thanks for helping with the bibliography. I could not have finished this volume, as departmental chair, without the best support staff in the business; our administrators and secretaries all help to make the Aber International Politics Department the unique place it is.

—Ken Booth
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